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•  M e e t i n g  M i n u t e s  •  

 
Agenda Item 1 – Welcome (Jim Useldinger) 
Meeting called to order at 9:04 AM, Roll was called for the phone and the people in the room 
introduced themselves. 
 
Proxies: Mike Anderson for Dave Pritchard, Bill Grant for Kyle McMenamin,  
 
Requested to add agenda item for FERC/NERC SW Cold Weather Event. 
Old Action Items:  1 posting meeting minutes, Terry’s OEC/EEA information/presentation.  
Criteria 9 removal and 10 change were resolved at the July MOPC.   
 
Jim said there was a question from someone at the MOPC, possibly removing from the consent 
agenda, but the motion was not seconded.  Jim isn’t sure that the discussions to follow have 
taken place.   
MOPC action item to provide status reports, Jason submitted what was reported in the July 
MOPC to Bruce.  No further action has been requested. 
 
Jason forwarded the updated agenda to the distribution list. 
 
Agenda Item 2 – Membership (Jim Useldinger) 
We have 2 openings currently, and one request for a member to be added.  Greg McAuley from 
OGE requested to join.  Jim is asking for a vote to include Greg as a member of ORWG.  The 
motion passed unanimously.  Current membership now at 14.    Jason will send an email to Nick 
Brown notifying that Greg McAuley has been appointed and get the website updated to reflect the 
new roster. 
 
Agenda Item 3 – Business Practice Review (Clint Savoy/Jimmy Womack) 
 BPR_024 Revisions to BP1.11 – DC Ties\ 
Clint joined the call to discuss the BPR.  A change 2 years ago (BP1.11) allowed us to delay the 
offering across the DC Tie, because it provided an advantage to the customer.  This has been 
determined that the same possibility exists with a redirect.  This language is to revise the 
business practice to account for either scenario.   
Mike Anderson asked if it were considered non-firm, Clint said it depends on the timing, but could 
be for either.  Usually for non-firm.   
There is a note at the bottom for firm contract across blackwater tie, which is no longer 
applicable.  Unbundled about 2 years ago, and the contract ran out May 31. 
 
Clint will ask if it should be included in this change or in another one.   
 
Bill Grant motions to accept BPR 024 as modified in the ORWG meeting as no Reliability 
Concern. Mike Anderson seconded the motion.  Motion passed unanimously. 
 
 
 



Agenda Item 4 – PRR Review (Jason Smith) 
MPRR 5 and 6 were approved previously by MWG. 
Jason reviewed the MPRRs.   

1. MPRR 5 Removal of 4 Hour requirement – Day ahead market will run, offers will be put in, 
the Reliability commitment will run, congestion will be reviewed, there is an in between run 
that can be done, real time as intra-day RUC – committing and decommitting units as 
needed.   
Bill said that the load would need to be committed in day-ahead.  He was told not to be 
concerned that it would be managed.  Jason said the procedures will have the RUC run at a 
minimum of every 4 hours.  Bill would like a comment to explain that it gets rid of the 
mandatory 4 hour process, as the only process that brings resources to the table.  John 
Stephens agrees with Bill’s comments, requesting a minimum threshold for the as-needed.  
Mike Anderson also agrees.  Bill said he saw where the runs could be overlapping otherwise. 
 
Jason edited the screen view language and added comment information to the MPRR. 
 
Jim asked for additional discussion prior to a vote.  No other comments were made.  Paul 
Lampe made a motion to accept the MPRR with the ORWG modifications, Bill Grant 
seconded the motion.  The motion passed unanimously. 
 

2. MPRR 6 Adjustments to Normal Operating Limits 
This MPRR clarifies that SPP may need to adjust the limits used to determine Reserve Zone 
limits if there is a stability concern that would require transmission capability to be set aside.  
In comparison to setting aside generation capability as the Reserve Zone limits would do.  
This is similar to the historical use of TRM.  Bill asked if they were the only ones not using 
TRM on their import flowgate.  Jason said yes.   
 
Bill Grant motioned and Paul Lampe seconded the motion to approve this MPRR.  Motion 
passed unanimously. 
 

3. Other MPRRs (link to these: MWG page Int. Marketplace MPRR's) Please review the 
following MPRRs for possible review and approval based on MWG meeting 9/19-21. 

a. MPRR Consent Agenda (# 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, 18, 19, 23, 24, 27, 28, 29, 37, 38) 
b. Clarification MPRR’s (# 20, 25, 26, 34, 36) 
c. Design Enhancement MPRR’s (#7, 11, 13, 16, 22, 35, 39) 

 
Mike asked about MPRR 9, if we are short on capacity, does SPP ask for more commitment?  
Jason said it’s addressed in another one of these MPRRs.  Bill said if it’s in outage scheduler it 
trumps everything.  If the unit is to come back and a bid submitted, does SPP call to follow up?  
Jason said there should be a notification for a bid submission that indicates an outage exists.  Not 
allowing the bid until the outage is resolved.  Danny asked if the notification is in there already.  
Jason said it’s in the requirements list currently, not coded yet.   
Day Ahead and Day Ahead RUC – Reliability Commitment should trump day ahead.  Emergency 
is not defined.  If congestion is determined day ahead, the units should be allowed to be 
committed.   
#10, Jason said a test would be performed by modifying deployment.  There is also a test for 
deployment with a load interruption for DSM, which may be of concern for Bill.  Action Item to 
confirm if demand side management is required to be tested. 
 
#13, potential gaming opportunity.  Low offer day ahead, get committed, higher price on the price 
curve.  Then in RTBM, higher price.  Jason requested the discussion on this topic be held until he 
gets an expert on the call.  The jist may be that once the Day Ahead RUC is started, it can’t be 
changed. 
#14, settlements related.  Not reliability related 
#15, adding parallel flows into the equation, Bill suggested it is financial impact, not reliability 
related. 



#16, calc of loss estimates, no reliability impact. 
#18, quickstarts have been entered into OPS1, CROW allows a short period recall time.  If a cold 
start unit can be brought on in 2 hours, should it be considered an outage for day-ahead.  Bill said 
it was submitted as available with 72 hour start time at MISO, which would make it overlooked by 
the day ahead market.  Cold reserve should be there for RUC.  CROW will force something to be 
in the recallable box.  It would go in with economic shutdown, 72 hours recall time.  Submitting 
resource plans for 7 days in the market anyway, it may not need to be duplicated in CROW -  
Jason’s preference.  The language in this MPRR says this trumps everything.  Jason modified the 
MPRR language to include the recall times as unavailable in the study window in two places.   
Danny McDaniel motioned to approve the MPRR as amended.  Mike Anderson seconded.  The 
motion passed unanimously.  
Break 10:48 – 11:03 AM 
#19, Settlements issue. 
#23, Day ahead market clears, handed to day ahead RUC.  Any sched that gets confirmed at 
10:30 – 11 AM, won’t it be part of Day Ahead RUC, only shows for settlements.  If schedules get 
confirmed at 11:30 will it be included in Day Ahead RUC?  Jason to check protocols to confirm, 
but he believes that is correct.  Bill asked if there is a cutoff for day ahead schedules.  Jason 
doesn’t believe there is one.  This MPRR doesn’t have any Reliability Concerns. 
#24, ramp rate usage. 
Bill Grant motioned that this MPRR be approved.  Danny McDaniel seconded, the motion passed 
unanimously. 
Jim asked why the onslaught of MPRRs.  Jason explained that it is vendor related, by us asking 
for things and being told of member impacts, time constraints, other groups looking at protocols 
and identifying potential issues Tariff and Market Monitors, etc…  
#27, ramp sharing 
Bill asked about the true availability of reserves, Danny mentioned a problem with frequency 
response as in the instance where it happened during a ramp and there wasn’t anything left for 
the event.   
Bill Grant motioned we approve this MPRR.  Paul Lampe seconded the motion.  The motion 
passed unanimously. 
 
Lunch break until 12:20 PM. 
 
#28, start-up/shut-down profiles, increase of granularity of dispatch.  The MP is submitting the 
profile, if they don’t make it, we just keep sending the dispatch signal if they don’t make it.  Bill 
said it should be punitive at that point.  Jason said this assumes the mw are there until it’s down. 
If they match the dispatch instruction, they  may not get penalized and they should if they were 
supposed to be off and are not.  For Reliability, have to assume they are where they are 
supposed to be, the rest is economic.  In the EIS market, is there a limitation for the start up now?  
No. 
Jason added a comment that the assessment should be against where they are supposed to be 
not where the scada is. 
The group is holding this one with comments. 
#29, offer caps.  Considered more of a market monitor tool.  Need more information and test 
results. 
#37, contingency reserves held in non-market units for market entities.  The concern is based on 
the deployment of the reserves, when we have no control of or knowledge of the units the gen is 
on.   
The exclusion of the DC ties is the only thing really needed, based on the discussion.  As a MP if 
reserves are committed, you should have the ability to do that, per Mike.  The CBA reserve 
obligation needs to be carried by the BA each day.  There is some difference in the 
wording/understanding of external.  If registered in the Market, you have to be able to receive 
dispatch instructions.  External could be external to the market, other people say it’s external to 
the SPP footprint.   
Mike asked about some PJM/AEP schedules, it flip-flops back and forth as a dynamic schedule 
for where it is needed.  



After some discussion, only deliver at the internal delivery point seemed to be a reasonable 
option.  This MPRR says we won’t transfer the obligation to them, it’s still the obligation of that 
zone.   
The obligation is not transferred. 
The examples that Bill has been using with California and Denver, worked because they had a 
market signal that could be used for the deployment, there isn’t any such thing for this 
environment.   
Bill read the MPRR as not being able to use joint operating reserves in place.  Bill will work with 
Jessica to determine what is needed, possibly doing a new MPRR.  This one will be held for more 
expertise. 
#32, stored energy resources, Xcel voted no. Bill said they voted no because the vendor couldn’t 
get the resource in the code in time.  When pumping, treated as load. Bill suggested this be 
considered not a Reliability Concern.  Others agreed. 
#38, settlements related.  Agreed not Reliability Related. 
#39, make whole payment calc. no Reliability Impact.   
Revisiting #10, if spinning, must be at least in condensing.  Online and responsive to frequency.  
Grammar change only.  No Reliability Impact. 
#37 tabled until tomorrow.  As long as internal resources have enough spin.   
 
Summary 

13 hold 
28 hold 
29 hold 
37 hold 
9 hold RR 

10 not RR 
14 not RR 
15 not RR 
16 not RR 
19 not RR 
23 not RR 
32 not RR 
38 not RR 
39 not RR 
5 passed 
6 passed 

18 passed 
24 passed 
27 passed 

Break – 2:30 – 2:45 PM  Based on flight schedules, etc… we intend to be finished with the 
meeting by noon local time on 9/22. 
 
Agenda Item 5 – Integrated Marketplace/CBA Items 
 
1. Blackstart Plan update review - Jason made changes for specific updates and can display the 

changes if anyone is interested.  The current version is posted. Still need a method to 
calculate ACE, even with a minimum ability.   
 

2. Black Start/Restoration under Int. Market/CBA- Need better capability than satellite phone, 
may need coordinated communication all within the same call.  The strategy will need to 
include some determination factors of potential islands that may have been identified, but it 
will need to be evaluated at the point of time.  Depending on the circumstances, which cannot 
be predicted, a best estimate scenario can be created, per Danny.  He is asking if it needs to 
be a best guess scenario or all inclusive scenarios.   



3. EOP-005-2 and EOP-006-2 implications - Two new standards, EOP-005-2 - each TO 
restoration plan approved by RC.  SPP needs criteria to approve the plan.  If you don’t have 
to initialize blackstart resources to restore the shutdown area.  This could be saying each TO 
has a blackstart unit, not necessarily that the TO owns, but is contracted to have. The plans 
should be coordinated making sure they cover the same things, in similar manners. CBA 
Emergency Ops morph into a task force.  Must be finished by July 2013. Req 15 is in CROW. 
 
Who will review all of these plans?  Who will train on them? 
Should we create a Blackstart Task Force to review this information?  General consensus is 
yes.  Jason is asking for people to populate the task force.  He can use one of his engineers, 
probably someone from Compliance, and some other resources.  Bill was volunteered as a 
member, too.  EOP-006 doesn’t change much for the RC, more detail.  RC and Neighboring 
RC plans.  This is included in the RC to RC agreements, for coordinating Blackstart. Both in 
effect March 17, 2014. 
 

4. CBA Emergency Ops - Bill brought up the EPA CSAPR rule coming up, how will this be met, 
has SPP done any research or activity about this?  There are internal and external activities 
from the planning side now.  It is 3.5 months away.  We may get more selective and take an 
active role in coordinating them.  Bill asked if there has been a power flow analysis 
performed, considering that it was sold on a specific transmission stack.  SPP didn’t see 
problems in our quick look – it wasn’t performed at a BA basis in the initial look.  
  

Mike asked about minimum submission time in CROW, would it be extended out.  Jason said not 
right now.  The further in advance as possible the better for SPP getting metrics.   
Bill said they study the redispatch, which is different than the EPA study from the website.  They 
will plug it into the transmission model, don’t have the results yet.   
 
In Bill’s BA plan, with extreme weather, he can commit all resources.  The EOP will give SPP the 
capability to do this, without giving specific guidelines to SPP.  Jason said it would be passed to 
the BA Operator, not the RC.  The RC can up the reserve requirement if needed based on real 
time situations.  The BA could see its own need and make adjustments.   
Bill said the cold weather event affected several states “east of I-35”.  They called it conservative 
operations.   
 
Jason has talked to Shari about visiting with CalISO with their San Diego blackout situation.  They 
did an admin price in the emergency, making everything security constrained, taking out the 
economics, making it a pure reliability solution, settling up afterward.  Jason said we may use 
AGC, if we turn off the market solution, which calculates the LIP prices, there may not be a way to 
settle. 
 
 
Agenda Item 6 – CROW Outage Scheduler Implementation Update (Jason Smith) 
Need a mechanism and the documentation to address multiple outages submitted.  Jason said 
they can use PowerGem to determine what happens when some generators are taken off, 
including costs to determine which is more expensive for outages.  There aren’t rules around 
what SPP is allowed to approve.  Jason agreed some rules would be good.  Bill can check with 
MISO contacts to see what they do. 
 
Mike said PJM won’t switch to a contingency, even temporary, and they have issues with some of 
the rules.  There were concerns about levels on IROL flowgates over periods of time, based on 
outages in other areas.   
 
1. Outage Scheduler Implementation Status Update - Jason has worked with staff and they 

have added an Outage Coordination tab on SPP.org, under Market and Operations tab, go to 
Outage Coordination.  Jason displayed the page on the screen and walked through the 
options. 



 
2. Draft Criteria Appendix 12 (Outage Coordination Methodology) - Just after publishing the 

approved doc from 8-16-2011, a typo was pointed out and corrected, generation outages min 
lead time.  Also some members who are testing asked for a way to submit an opportunity 
outage for generators.  There is a Planned, Urgent, Emergency, Forced, etc…if there is a 
deferred maintenance the options aren’t completely certain for these timeframes.  Jason 
suggested an “Opportunity” status just like for transmission.  Bill asked who would determine 
when that Opportunity is realizable.  Jason would like to include the status with the same 
definition as the transmission line. 

 
There have been questions about cold start and reserve shutdowns.  Bill prefers not to report 
normal nightly shutdown data.  If it goes into extended startup, it would need to be captured.  
Jason said we get 7 days resource plans for market already.  That’s the data used for the next 
day cases for availability.  Unless 7 day or longer start up, Jason doesn’t think it needs to be 
reported in CROW.  He’s looking more for seasonal shutdowns, than just regular units offline.  
CLECO doesn’t do the market plan.  Danny said he thinks they send a 5 day forecast. 
Jason will add in language this evening for review in the morning. 
 
Danny asked if outages where part of the line is a tie, how should it be modeled.  Bill said taking 
out any of the sections, makes it not be a tie.  Which means most of Danny’s lines are considered 
ties.  Jason said the line between the 2 buses with the MTE flag is the tie as far as CROW is 
concerned.   
 
Mike Wech asked about naming conventions in CROW for tie lines –facility names from the 
model, is causing some members issues.  Mike is concerned about renaming to match facility 
names in CROW.  Jason said CROW alternate name is the easiest thing to change.  Mike said 
the identifiers should be the same in all control centers – why weren’t the names from OPS1 used 
instead?  Jason said OPS1 was a bad place to start from and didn’t reflect the modeling in SPP’s 
systems.  SPP struggled to map those names to the facilities in the models.  With CROW, they 
decided to back into the names off of the models.  The station names went out to the users to be 
vetted.  Numerous members changed the alternate name to match the naming conventions.  The 
Alternate Name field is for the member naming use.  SPP EMS, CROW Common Name, or 
CROW Alternate Name – any of these can be used to match with neighbors. 
 
A caller suggested it be run by SPP Compliance.  Jason said he has talked to some Compliance 
staff, as long as all 3 names are available to be seen by both parties, it is interpreted to meet the 
common naming requirement.  May be good to bring up in the Compliance forum.  Jason will give 
Philip Propes a heads up on the naming standards and conventions in CROW discussion 
needed. 
 
Day 2 
8:15 to start – roll was called and introductions for new attendees. 
 
Agenda Item 7 – Special Protection Review (Ensign Wind Farm) (Madan Gaudi/Greg Ellena 
(NextEra) 
Greg and Madan reviewed their material provided after a brief introduction. 

There was discussion about the impact of the wind farm on the overall reliability of the grid.  The 
presentation primarily discussed how they could control congestion caused by their SPS. 
Madan said they could control for the needs of SPP for Reliability.   

Mike asked where the value for the loading is coming from.  Madan said there are two ratings, 
summer and winter.  They are getting the real time line flow.  The value is coming from the 
station.  Greg said they have a similar system in place already.  The meter sends the value in this 
situation.  Mike expressed concern about the Code of Conduct.   
 



Allan asked who has control of the breaker, Madan said the utility has control of the breaker.  
They have the ability to open the line, Allan asked if they have the closing capability – from the 
restoration perspective.  Breaker at the farm and a substation breaker.   
How far is the substation?  About 13 miles, they have fiber.  Ron and others discussed problems 
encountered with fiber lines.   
 
Danny asked how quickly the turbines would be controlled back during a curtailment situation.  
Greg said they have a 10% ramp rate, but they can go faster.  Turbine ramp down will begin in ~5 
seconds.  Bill said they have history with them and they haven’t had any problems, it works very 
well.   
Bill commented that they have gone beyond what some other SPS systems have in place.  Greg 
said they are taking lessons learned on new Wind farms and updating ones that are in place 
already, namely in South Dakota.   
Who takes care of NERC compliance?  They were told by Sunflower that it is NextEra’s 
responsibility.   
Will they be registered as a Transmission Operator?  Yes.   
Once the transmission upgrades are in place, the SPS will be decommissioned, the ACS will stay 
in place. 
 
Bill Grant motions approval based on the interconnection agreement completion.  Paul Lampe 
seconded the motion.  Motion passed unanimously. 
10 minute break – until 9:20 AM. 
 
Agenda Item 8 – Load and Capability (Jason Smith) 
SPP Operations – CROW project for Outage Scheduling, and OPS1 replacement is a separate 
project.  The dealings with CROW touches load and capability as far as the pre-suggested Online 
Generating Capability in L&C.  There is an evaluation of what is being submitted and if all of the 
information is needed.  They had an impact study done.  Load and Capability info is input, held at 
SPP until the morning, they are considering putting the information in directly into RSS instead of 
holding and loading them as part of the L&C process.  The numbers at the top of the current 
information provided with firm obligation are the only ones needed for RSS.  Bill asked if SPP 
could make changes if needed to correct errors.  The previous day’s information will be available.  
Changes of more then 25% will display a message to confirm load values.  This would be a 
change to the entities procedures but would streamline the process. 
No attendees voiced an objection. 
Ron asked about the CROW system, are they testing the approval process during the parallel 
testing?  Yes, they should be.  Ron said they are not seeing some responses to outages. 
 
Jason received 2 new MPRRs, to be included in the schedule for next week’s discussion.  9/28 – 
10 AM to noon CST. 
 
Other Items Revisited or added on-the-fly – 
 

1. Cold Start/Reserve Shutdown and “Opportunity” Generation Outages - Jason emailed the 
proposed changes to Appendix 12.  The group discussed the proposed changes.  
Jason said we could provide a quarterly survey of the information to the entity to provide 
some detail in a starting point.  The goal is to have the units modeled.   
Jessica suggested that we review the ERCOT issues/recommendations to be discussed 
in this meeting, there may be portions needed in this appendix.  The one specifically 
mentioned was that ERCOT cannot reject an outage request more than 8 days out.  
Criteria 6 shows that the reserve requirement can be adjusted by the RC.   
Danny McDaniel motioned to accept the appendix as modified.  Mike Anderson seconded 
the motion.  Motion passed unanimously.   
Jessica asked if these would be in effect before we have an outage scheduler live.  There 
was a concern in CWG without the API for the scheduler.  In Appendix 7, there is 



discussion of breakers, etc… Currently breakers may be sent in email.  There is an 
option that can be turned on for those who want to enter the data in CROW already.   

 
2. MPRR #9, addition of Non-Participating status, Bill G. is against this overall based on 

past experience, Bill T. and Mike agreed.  Jason said that since it’s Day Ahead Market it 
may not be Reliability Related.  Bill G, Bill T, and Mike prefer a vote and say that it could 
affect reliability and that it could allow for gaming of the system.    If marked as not 
participating, can you switch in real time.  In real time will the system automatically switch 
over?  They have to be in one of the four states.  Is there a separate database?  Jason 
doesn’t think so.  On resource plans, you’ll have a day-ahead commitment status and 
RTBM commitment status.  You’re either self, market, or on outage.  The mid-level 
design is already agreed upon, voted, etc… and this MPRR doesn’t change the design. 
If you don’t have one of the 4 statuses, doesn’t it assume Not Participating?  No.  
Everyone must have one of the 5.  What is the difference between Reliability and Not 
Participating?  Won’t get picked up on DA Market for Not Participating.  There is a gap 
between day ahead and real time.  Mike pointed out that if in Not Participating and did not 
purchase gas for the unit, they cannot be considered for Reliability. 
What is the penalty?  There is a failure to start penalty that would be imposed.   
Ron suggested changing the wording from just RTBM to RTBM or RUC.  Jason said we 
could request this as a clarification. 
Bill Grant made a motion to reject this language that the resource be submitted as 
Reliability instead of Not Participating if the resource does not want to participate in the 
Day Ahead Market.  Mike Anderson seconded the motion.  The motion passed 
unanimously.  Springfield obstained. 

 
3. MPRR #13 - Lockout of day-ahead RUC offers.  RTBMs offer changes after 1700 would 

not be included in the Day Ahead RUC.  Bill G. suggested this be considered No 
Reliability Impact.   
 

4. MPRR #28 – hold for discussion next week. 
 

5. MPRR #29 – Jessica said this is where they make 2 sched runs, one with mitigated 
prices and one without.  If there is a difference in price above a certain threshold.  The 
adjusted will be used.  Jessica expressed concerns for having 2 scheds all the time.  
Jason added he would prefer it be run after the fact or on separate hardware with a 
statement that it not hold up the completion of a scheduled run.  Jessica also mentioned 
her concern with a Ramp Rate VRL. Ramp rate shortage instruction, VRL induced prices 
would be above the threshold and never be seen.  It would set all prices to the highest 
cleared prices for that interval.  The one reliability concern would possibly be that they 
system can’t run both studies.  Jason said he assumes it would run simultaneously and 
therefore on a separate system.  Jason will have John attend the meeting next week to 
discuss this.  Holding this MPRR for next week’s discussion. 
 

 
6. Where are we on the CROW API?  It’s being used internally.  It will be in a how-to doc 

when pushed to the members.  Go through the CWG or Jason when it’s time to get 
vendors involved with the API.  Jessica said it will need to go somewhere in the CWG.  
Jessica will get the information to Jason after the CWG meeting today. 
 
Break 10 minutes until 11:10. 

 
Agenda Item 9 – Criteria 6 – OEC/EEA discussion (Terry Oxandale/Greg McAuley) 
Held until next regular meeting based on some activities in Greg’s area that are not completed 
that will need to be reviewed by Terry before presenting to the ORWG. 
 



Agenda Item 10 – TLR/DCS/OEC Reports 
The TLR information is posted on OASIS.  Jason asked if it needs to continue to be reviewed.  
Jim said the value of the review is if SPP is seeing trends or items that need to be addressed – 
instead of reviewing the list.  The report is only TLR, not CME.  Jim asked if we can include CME 
information.  Jason said yes, it can be altered to include CME’s and become a congestion report 
instead.  Binding hours would need to be included in the report and violated hours, not 
necessarily the start and stop time of the CME.  The report is requested and Jason will take the 
action item to update the TLR to include CME’s.  DCS events has not been completed, there is 
nothing reportable. 
 
The OEC form is on the ORWG report.   
 
Agenda Item 11 - Other Items 
1. Southwest Cold Weather Event 
SPP took action items based on the report (link provided with meeting material) 
Jason took some notes for discussion: 
Unit testing at the lowest recorded temperature. 
Checklist/reminders of things in weather patterns coming in, that can be processed as a 
forewarning.  This was one of Terry’s action items.  Bill Grant said that there is a difference in 
communication between BA’s and RC and BA’s and officials, etc… They implemented a tool that 
will provide notifications (based on an outage event in Colorado), to get widespread 
communication to the members quickly (media relations).  With Operational issues, they use the 
Satellite phones, etc.. as in place today.  This would be Bill’s recommendation from the EOP.     
They will more formally document their cold weather plan.  NERC will most likely add this to a 
GOP.  
Jason asked if as an RC, does SPP need a requirement to be notified for any of these cold 
weather (extreme situation) events, possibly in SPP Criteria.  In the recent one, Jason 
implemented a short term solution involving all outage requests being directed through him, 
among other things.   
 
Bill said he didn’t realize at the time that other areas were having situations at the same time – 
other than an increase in requests for reserve assistance.  
 
MO River Flooding this summer had multiple coordination meetings per week.  Bill mentioned that 
he wasn’t aware of the calls and could have impacted a wider group of people than those invited 
to the calls.  Jason said the RC’s were making decisions of other impacting areas. 
 
Bill, Danny, and Mike requested a formal communication with a single line or single process that 
can get to different levels at one time.  Bill suggested levels with different contact lists – theirs is 
based on colors, with operations only, operations including areas, operations and media, and 
another for load shed situations.   
 
Jim said the framework is set up in Criteria 5.   
 
We have some color codes in the Blackstart plan already, can use for some expansion.  Action 
Item to research a communication tool for the notification of emergency situations. 
 
Load Shedding and review for critical load was the other item Jason wanted to mention in the 
meeting.  Bill said they didn’t specify where to shed the load during the event.  Jason said in our 
load shed notifications we give general areas, not specific.  Bill suggested not getting in the 
weeds.  Depending on the situation, if the RC calls a BA with a constraint, they may not know 
where to shed load.  The BA emergency plan should show critical load and avoid that in a load 
shed situation.   
As part of the quarterly generation capability survey, the critical information could be included – 
this was suggested by Jason.  Bill said it could be done, with some work.   
 



2. Add OGE Synchro Phaser presentation in next meeting as an agenda item.   
 

Agenda Item 12 – Next Meeting 
 
9/28 10 am to noon. 
November 10 call is next per the calendar.  1:30 – 3:30 PM, with WebEx.   
 
Next Face-to-Face in January.  Jason will send possible dates to the group planning for face-to-
face each quarter with teleconferences in-between.   
 
Agenda Item 13 – Action Items (Kathy Myhand) 
 
1. Jason will send an email to Nick Brown notifying that Greg McAuley has been appointed 

(Completed) and get the website updated to reflect the new roster.  
 

2. Confirm if demand side management is required to be tested. – related to MPRR-10. 
 

3. MPRR23 - If schedules get confirmed at 11:30 will they be included in Day Ahead RUC?  
Jason to check protocols to confirm. 

 
4. Development of a CBA Emergency Ops Task Force.   

 
5. Jason will give Philip Propes a heads up on the naming standards and conventions in CROW 

discussion needed. 
 

6. Jason to send an agenda including the MPRR’s for the meeting next week. 
 

7. Jessica will provide CWG information for the CROW API to Jason Smith. 
 

8. Staff to research a communication tool for the notification of emergency situations. 
 

9. Jason to have the TLR report modified to be a Congestion report including CME binding and 
violated hour information. 

 
10. Add OGE Synchro Phaser presentation in next meeting as an agenda item.   

 
11. Jason to determine January possible meetings and next calendar meeting.   
 
Adjourned at 12:01 PM local time. 
 
 



Attended Name Status Company
x 1 Allan George M Sunflower Electric Power
x 2 Allen Klassen M Westar Energy
x 3 Anthony Due M Empire District Electric
x 4 Danny McDaniel M CLECO
x 5 David Pritchard M American Electric Power
x 6 Gregory McAuley M Oklahoma Gas & Electric
x 7 Jim Useldinger M Kansas City Power & Light
x 8 John Stephens M City Utilities of Springfield Missouri

9 Kyle McMenamin M Xcel Energy (SPS)
x 10 Mike Wech M Southwest Power Administration
x 11 Paul Lampe M City of Independence
x 12 Ron Gunderson M Nebraska Public Power District
x 13 Steve Haun M Lincoln Electric System
x 14 Walter Gosnell M Omaha Public Power District
x 15 Bill Thompson G AEP Gen Dispatch

16 Brian Wilson G Oklahoma Gas & Electric
x 17 Craig Speidel G Western Area Power Administration

Operating Reliability Working Group

Meeting Attendance: 9/21-22/2011

M=Member, G=Guest, S=SPP Staff, P= Proxy

x 17 Craig Speidel G Western Area Power Administration
x 18 Denney Fales G Kansas City Power & Light

19 Douglas Callison G Grand River Dam Authority
x 20 Kary Bigbie G American Electric Power
x 21 Greg Ellena G NextEra Energy
x 22 Jessica Collins G Xcel Energy
x 24 Madan Gaudi G NextEra Energy
x 25 Mike Anderson G American Electric Power
x 26 Robert Hirchak G CLECO
X 28 William Grant (Proxy for Kyle McMenamin) P Xcel Energy (SPS)
x 29 Heath Martin S Southwest Power Pool
x 30 Jason Smith, Secretary S Southwest Power Pool
x 31 Kathy Myhand S Southwest Power Pool
x 32 Nick Parker S Southweat Power Pool
x 33 Terry Oxandale S Southwest Power Pool
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